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Abstract: In-orbit docking technology of microsatellites to realize combined reconfiguration has a
wide application prospect, such as large antennas and space telescopes. In order to reduce collision
impact and improve docking accuracy, a new deployable docking mechanism is proposed based
on the slider-crank principle, which has the advantages of smaller volume and larger posture
tolerance. To achieve large capture tolerance and increase the success rate of docking, the posture
error is analyzed by considering the specific boundary of the position and pose. And a step-by-step
cooperative capture strategy is proposed to complete the velocity selection and action matching
among multiple capture arms. The reliable docking of posture correction in the docking process is
realized by designing the action path of the docking mechanism. The effects of tolerance capture
under different initial posture conditions are analyzed by dynamic simulation. The effectiveness
and superiority of the step-by-step cooperative capture strategy are valid by comparison with the
synchronized capture strategy. The comparison results show that the impact force is reduced by
8% than the synchronized strategy. The capture experiments are carried out to verify the docking
performance. The results show the proposed configuration with a step-by-step cooperative capture
strategy achieves successfully reliable capture, weak impact, and large posture tolerance under eight
extreme initial pose conditions.

Keywords: microsatellite docking mechanism; capture tolerance; cooperative capture strategy;
docking experiment

1. Introduction

Multiple microsatellites can realize combined reconfiguration through rendezvous
and docking to complete on-orbit assembly and service, such as large antennas and space
telescopes [1–3]. Rendezvous and docking technology is the process of rendezvous of two
satellites in orbit at a certain relative velocity to achieve a rigid connection and become
structurally integrated [4–7]. The deployable docking mechanism is one of the most
important transmission components in the docking system, ensuring the rigid connection
between two satellites [8–10]. They are mainly used to complete tasks such as on orbit
maintenance, fuel injection, modular replacement, and configuration optimization among
satellites. The performance of the docking mechanism directly determines the dynamic
characteristics of the docking process and the success or failure of the docking. With the
diversification and complexity of on-orbit missions, the deployable docking mechanism
with single locking and release function can no longer meet the requirements for multiple
repeated locking of microsatellites in complex operations. The satellite deployable locking
mechanism with large bearing capacity, low impact, high capture accuracy, repeatable
connection and separation is one of the problems that need to be solved urgently for future
space missions.
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Considering the space mission requirements, the docking process is expected to ensure
large tolerance, high docking accuracy, joint strength, stiffness, and synchronization. Cur-
rently, three main categories of docking technologies have been proposed for microsatellites:
electromagnetic, peripheral type, and central type (probe-cone type). The electromagnetic
docking technology using inter-craft non-contact forces has been the focus of research due
to the advantages of no propellant consumption and flexible docking. However, it has
the disadvantages of the small relay, short action distance, high energy consumption and
cumbersome separation process [11–13]. The docking mechanisms using contact forces
are more suitable for microsatellites due to their relatively large tolerance and bearing
capacity. In [14,15], a docking mechanism with three arm grapple is developed and tested
for microsatellites. In [16], a docking methodology for nanosatellites is proposed to improve
the reliability of the docking mechanism. In [17,18], the probe–cone structure is introduced,
which can achieve a rigid connection between two satellites and have a soft docking feature
using an integrated electromagnet. In [19], an androgynous docking interface is developed
for CubeSats. An asymmetric docking mechanism with the structure of three petals can
lock the object interface to achieve a rigid connection. In [12], the androgynous docking
interfaces are developed for microsatellites. A morphing grasper of the interface can insert
the other interface acting as a handle to operate docking. In [20], a docking mechanism
is designed to capture the interface ring to repeatedly hold, press, lock, and release the
satellites. In [21], a miniature docking mechanism with a traditional probe–drogue config-
uration is proposed for nanosatellites, effectively easing the self-alignment between the
docking interfaces. In [22], a new docking mechanism with a deployable boom is proposed.
The flexible boom improves a docking approach that is robust against GNC errors. The
peripheral docking mechanism has good versatility and can meet the high-strength bearing,
but the overall configuration is complex and the system quality is high. The central docking
mechanism is simple in structure, light in weight, and has a relatively large tolerance
capacity. However, these mechanisms all need specific interfaces, their volume and qual-
ity are relatively large, and their structures are also relatively complex. The research on
universality, low impact force, high capture tolerance and other aspects is insufficient.

The main motivation of the paper is to propose and test a new deployable docking
mechanism for microsatellites to achieve high tolerance and low impact collision in the
docking process. The main novelties and contributions lie in two aspects. On the one
hand, a new structure with a smaller volume and a greater capture space is proposed
based on the slider-crank principle. On the other hand, a step-by-step cooperative capture
strategy is proposed and effectively reduced the impact force between two microsatellites.
The remaining parts are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the configuration and
working principle of the new docking mechanisms for the microsatellites. The features and
merits are summarized. Section 3 analyzes the position and attitude error and deployment
velocity of the docking mechanism. A step-by-step cooperative capture strategy is presented
for a low impact force and high tolerance docking. Section 4 analyzes the motion and
force characteristics of the proposed mechanism by the docking process simulation. The
simulated prototype of the docking mechanism is developed and the text platform is
established. The docking performance and capture strategy are verified by the experiment
with gravity compensation.

2. Structure and Working Principle
2.1. System Composition

The proposed deployable docking mechanism mainly consists of an active part
mounted in the chasing satellite and a passive part mounted in the target satellite, as
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The active part mainly contains the drive assembly, the capture
assembly, and the locking assembly. Drive assembly provides locking torque for clamping
and unlocking torque for separation. The capture assembly main contains a slider-crank
mechanism and capture arm. The passive part mainly includes a V-shape groove and
passive capture assembly. The V-shape groove is applied for reducing the impact force
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from the capture arm and the posture correction of the target satellite. The passive capture
assembly is used to limit the capture arm position once the capture is complete. As the
chasing satellite slowly approaches the target satellite to the initial position, the capture
assembly completes the catch of the target satellite.
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Figure 2. System configuration: (a) Active part; (b) Passive part; (c) Sketch of the docking process.

2.2. Working Principle

Figure 3 shows the docking process includes four stages: (a) access to the capture
range, (b) capture arm swing, (c) posture correction, and (d) capture locking.

(a) Access to the capture range. The capture arms are arranged at a fixed angle to the
docking axis. And the passive part of the docking mechanism is extended by a six-
degree-of-freedom platform. So, the capture arm of the active part is placed within
the tolerance space at the passive part of the docking mechanism.

(b) Capture arm swing. The crank slider module starts to work and all capture arms are
simultaneously aligned along the direction away from the axis. Then, the capture
arms are first in contact with the passive part of the docking mechanism on the
target satellite.

(c) Posture correction and approach. As the bevel of the capture arm squeezes the spring
after contacting the bevel of the passive rocker, the passive rocker moves closer to the
sides of the V-shape groove. When the capture arm ends contact with the bevel of the
passive rocker, the spring springs back and the passive rocker catches the capture arm
to achieve reliable capture. The capture arm is in continuous contact with the V-shape
groove to achieve attitude correction between the two satellites.

(d) Capture locking stage. The crank continues to rotate under the action of the motor,
and the capture arm moves backward following the slider. The capture arm drives
the target satellite to approach the chasing satellite. The seal ring on the docking
frame of the chasing satellite contacts the docking frame of the target satellite and
continuously squeezes the seal ring and the axially arranged disc spring on the
docking frame to complete the application and sealing of the locking force between the
two satellites. The six-degree-of-freedom docking platform at the end of the passive
part is simultaneously retracted into the satellite, and the crank-slider mechanism
achieves reliable self-locking.
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The features and merits of the proposed docking mechanism can be summarized
as follows: (1) Good pose tolerance. In the case of attitude and position error between
the chasing satellite and target one, the active part of the docking mechanism can still be
successfully extended into the capture space of the passive part. (2) Low axial collision
impact. The deployable docking mechanism avoids the traditional way of capturing two
satellites by colliding with each other at relative axial velocities, avoiding the excessive axial
impact loads caused by the traditional collision capture method, reducing the requirements
of the buffer system in the docking system, and reducing the overall mass of the docking
system. The deployable docking mechanism is symmetrically distributed, and the capture
arm swing speed and friction plate are adjusted to cushion the inevitable circumferential
impact during capture.

3. Collaborative Capture Strategy
3.1. Positional Posture Error Analysis

The positional tolerance of the docking mechanism can be expressed as:
Rmax = [±xm,±ym,±zm,±αm,±βm,±ϕm]. The six parameters in the tolerance Rmax rep-
resent the lateral, longitudinal, and axial translation errors and pitch and roll errors in
the initial conditions of docking, respectively. To facilitate the analysis, each parameter is
represented by only two extreme values, positive and negative. When the minimum or
maximum value of each parameter is taken, the boundary positional posture error emi can
be obtained. Six parameters can obtain Q = 26 = 64 boundary error positions, where each
boundary position corresponds to an initial attitude of the docking mechanism pmi. For
example, if the maximum value of all Six parameters is chosen, the boundary positional
posture error em1 is:

em1 = [xm, ym, zm, αm, βm, ϕm] (1)

When one type of positional posture error emi = [xi, yi, zi, αi, βi, ϕi](i = 1, 2, . . . 64) be-
tween the satellite and the docking mechanism tolerance capacity Rmax satisfy Equation (2),
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it is determined that the docking mechanism can overcome the initial positional posture
error to achieve capture.{

−xm ≤ xi ≤ xm,−ym ≤ yi ≤ ym,−zm ≤ zi ≤ zm
−αm ≤ αi ≤ αm,−βm ≤ βi ≤ βm,−ϕm ≤ ϕi ≤ ϕm

(2)

When all 64 positional posture errors emi between satellite satisfy Equation (2), it is
determined that any error position within the docking mechanism tolerance Rmax can be
effectively captured. To verify the docking mechanism tolerance capability by capturing the
docking mechanism attitude pmi corresponding to the boundary positional posture error
emi, it is necessary to verify the docking mechanism attitude for 64 boundary positional
posture errors. To simplify the calculation, the characteristics of the boundary positional
posture errors are analyzed as well as classified and simplified.

The active capture arms of the active part are arranged at 45◦ intervals, and the overall
layout has the characteristic of being centrally symmetric. The set of 64 boundary error
positions of the deployable docking mechanism is shown in Figure 4. The boundary error
positions are centrosymmetric. The variable-controlling approach is applied to analyze
the translation errors of the docking mechanism in x, y, and z directions individually. The
initial condition parameters xi, yi, and zi take positive and negative extremes, respectively.
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Figure 4. Initial posture conditions of the active capture arms.

The movement of the docking mechanism attitude in the axial direction of docking is
shown in Figure 5a for changing parameter zi alone, including parameter yi, zi, αi, βi, ϕi. It
can be seen that the longer the axial length d of the capture arm of the active part of the
deployable docking mechanism extending into the docking frame of the target satellite in
the axial direction of docking is more favorable for docking capture. During the analysis
of the parameter xi, the extreme case where the active part of the docking mechanism is
far from the docking frame of the target satellite was chosen for analysis. The positional
situation of the docking mechanism in the docking cross-section by varying parameters
xi and yi separately and including parameter xi, αi, βi, ϕi is shown in Figure 5b,c, which
shows that the movement error of the docking mechanism in the y-direction is symmetric
about the z-axis and the movement error positional attitude of the docking mechanism in
the z-direction is symmetric about the y-axis.
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Figure 5. Error of position and posture: (a) Only variation of zi; (b) Only variation of xi; (c) Only
variation of yi.

The 64 boundary positional postures of the docking mechanism can be simplified.
Simplify the initial docking conditions parameters in the x, y, and z-axis translation errors,
and consider each translation error under only one situation. In the z-axis direction, only
the case of the active part away from the passive part of the docking frame is considered.
In the x-axis direction and y-axis directions, only consider the error positive polarity. Along
the x, y, and z-axis pitch, positive and negative polarity are considered for roll error. Then,
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64 kinds of error cases can be simplified into 8 kinds of key positional posture errors, the
specific positional posture error parameters are shown in Table 1. The 8 key error positional
cases will be analyzed in the next text.

Table 1. Summarized key positional posture errors.

Number x/mm y/mm z/mm α/◦ β/◦ ϕ/◦

1 −40 40 40 6 6 6
2 −40 40 40 −6 6 6
3 −40 40 40 6 −6 6
4 −40 40 40 6 6 −6
5 −40 40 40 −6 −6 6
6 −40 40 40 6 −6 −6
7 −40 40 40 −6 6 −6
8 −40 40 40 −6 −6 −6

According to the center-symmetric layout of the central deployable docking mecha-
nism, the influence of the error parameters of the initial docking conditions on the initial
positional posture error is analyzed. The movement errors of the three docking surface
axes are effectively and reasonably simplified. The influence of the pitch and roll errors
on the boundary positional posture in the docking surface coordinate system is mainly
analyzed to lay the foundation for the subsequent simulation analysis and experimental
verification of the docking capture strategy.

3.2. Capture Arm Deployment Speed Analysis

Capture arm deployment speed is an important motion parameter in the docking and
capturing process, which determines the collision impact of the docking and capturing
process. It has an important impact on the smoothness of the motion. The capture arm
deployment process can be divided into slow mode and fast mode. In the slow mode,
the posturing process of the capture arm and the V-shape groove capture is relatively
gentle, and the relative speed and contact force are low. The damping effect of the six-
degree of freedom posture platform behind the passive part of the docking mechanism
ensures that the passive docking frame is always in contact with the capture arm without
separation. The slow deployment mode can effectively reduce the collision impact and the
docking system requirements for the buffer mechanism, and further reduce the probability
of equipment damage by impact. However, the slow deployment mode leads to a long
docking mechanism work time, increasing the docking system energy consumption. In the
fast mode, multiple capture arms unfold rapidly at the same time, and the capture arms
collide with the V-shape groove at a high relative speed during the movement, resulting in
a large collision impact. Due to the initial position error, multiple capture arms collide at
different moments, resulting in a second collision. Then after multiple collisions, multiple
capture arms unfold to the bottom of the V-shape groove to complete the capture and
attitude of the passive docking frame. In this mode, the capture process requires high
buffering capacity for the docking mechanism system, and the multiple collision impact
increases the probability of equipment damage. Fast capture can effectively reduce the
working time of the capture process and reduce system energy consumption.

The main difference between the slow mode and the fast mode is not only the differ-
ence in docking capture time but also the difference in collision impact. The main factor
affecting the smoothness of the docking process is the impact force, which is obtained from
the law of conservation of momentum as:

m1V1 + m2V2 = m1V′1 + m2V′2 (3)

where m1 and m2 are the masses of colliding object 1 and object 2, respectively.
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The impulse generated by the collision of the docking mechanism capture arm deploy-
ment process is related to the initial state of the docking mechanism as:

P = (1 + S)
m1m2

m1 + m2
∆v (4)

where P is the collision impulse (Ns) and ∆v is the relative velocity (mm/s) of the capture
arm before collision with the V-shape groove.

During the docking mechanism capture, the mode of the capture arm deployment
speed is selected as fast deployment slow contact mode.

3.3. Cooperative Capture Action Matching

The docking mission of the active and passive parts are in the harsh and complex deep
space environment for a long time, and the respective docking systems need to repeat the
in-orbit docking task. The relative speeds of the active and passive ends of the docking
mechanism during the docking action will cause the capture arm and its drive mechanism
to be continuously subjected to collision impact. Due to the long-term thermal alternating
environment in deep space, the capture arm and its back-end four-bar drive mechanism
are subject to a certain degree of deformation due to alternating hot and cold temperatures,
resulting in a reduction in the dimensional accuracy of the docking mechanism. These
conditions aggravate the instability of the docking mechanism in the working process.

The collision impact during the docking process can be effectively reduced and the
stability of the docking process can be improved by adjusting the capture strategy. The
synchronous capture strategy of the docking mechanism has the advantages of short
capture time and high efficiency in the ideal docking collision state. However, since the
initial docking error is unavoidable, the corresponding capture strategy still needs to be
specified for the key boundary error positions. The capture strategy is to match the motion
parameters of the active part of the docking mechanism after recognizing the initial docking
boundary error positions of the passive part, including the action sequence of the eight
capture arms, the deployment speed of the capture arms, and the motor speed of the drive
assembly. The active capture arm deployment speed is related to the size of the collision
impact during docking and capturing. The action sequence of the capture arm affects the
posture of the docking frame at the passive part during the capturing and docking process.
The motor speed of the drive component also affects the synergistic effect of multiple
capture arms.

An effective capture strategy can reduce the initial docking positional posture error
of the docking mechanism and improve dynamic stability and reliability. Considering
a variety of key boundary error positions, a step-by-step cooperative capture strategy is
proposed based on sensing for fast deployment and slow contact. According to the contact
information between the capture arm and the V-shape groove sensed by the docking
mechanism system through the action of the eight capture arms in cooperation, the specific
motion parameters of the capture arm are matched, including the movement sequence of
the capture arm and the deployment speed.

Figure 6 shows the eight capture arms of the active part of the docking mechanism
are divided into two groups. Group 1© and group 2© are composed of four capture
arms arranged at intervals, and the capture arms in each group are distributed along the
circumference at 90◦ intervals. In the process of synchronous docking and capturing, the
eight capture arms move at the same time with the same unfolding speed. Due to the
positional posture error, the eight capture arms are not synchronized with the capture frame
at the passive part of the docking mechanism, resulting in multiple collisions between the
capture arms and the V-shape groove. The capture arms close to the tracking docking frame
are hinged to the slider with severe vibration, which significantly reduces the stability of
the docking capture work. Therefore, for different docking boundary positions, the two
sets of capture arms are moved in different orders. Take a key boundary error position as
an example, as shown in Figure 7. The deviations of the two capture arms from the ideal
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position separately are analyzed. It can be noticed that among the four capture arms in
group 1©, the positions of a, b, c, and d deviate more from the expected position, while
the positions of h and g capture arms in group 2© deviate more from the ideal position.
Comparing the attitude of group 1© and group 2©, the overall positional posture error of
group 2© is better. The first step of the capture arm of group 2© is selected to deploy rapidly
and contact slowly, while group 1© remains relatively stationary, and when the capture
arm of group 2© finishes capturing and adjusting the attitude of the passive docking frame,
the capture arm of group 1© is deployed rapidly. This step-by-step capture strategy can
effectively reduce the number of collision points and collisions in the docking mechanism
capture process, thus reducing the collision impact and improving the smoothness of the
capture and docking process.
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The specific action sequence of the step-by-step capture strategy is: in the initial state
of docking, drive the slider of one group of capture arms to move at the same speed and
keep the other group of capture arms stationary. Capture arms e, f, g, and h expand at the
same angular speed, once the four capture arms are in contact with the docking frame,
they stop, which means the end of the fast expansion action. When the capture arm e, f,
g, and h are completed in the docking frame contact, the sliders of capture arm e, f, g, and
h slowly are driven at the same time, meaning the beginning of slow contact action. The
four capture arms collide and contact with the docking frame and adjust the attitude of
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the docking frame and then fully expand and remain stationary, which means the end of
step-by-step capture. Another group of stationary capture arms a, b, c, and d is driven to
quickly unfold. After all capture arms are deployed, all sliders of capture arms are driven
to move at a uniform speed to achieve capture, adjustment, approach, and lock steps, and
complete the docking work.

In the step-by-step capture stage, the first four capture arms are moving at a velocity of
vm. The displacements of the four capture arms when they deploy and contact the docking
frame are xe, x f , xg, and xh. Due to the initial docking positional posture error, the capture
arms e, f, g, and h come into contact with the docking frame in turn and then come to rest,
with the capture arm g touching the docking frame first, and this phase can be expressed as:

ve = vm
v f = vm
vg = vm
vh = vm

(0 ≤ t ≤ xe

vm
) (5)

The capture arm g comes to rest after contact, and the capture arm h then contacts the
docking frame. This phase can be expressed as:

ve = vm
v f = vm
vg = 0
vh = vm

(
xe

vm
≤ t ≤ xh

vm
) (6)

The capture arm g, h comes to rest after contact, and the capture arm f then contacts
the docking frame. This phase can be expressed as:

ve = vm
v f = vm
vg = 0
vh = 0

(
xh
vm
≤ t ≤

x f

vm
) (7)

After the capture arms g, h, and f come to rest, the capture arm e then contacts the
docking frame. This phase can be expressed as:

ve = vm
v f = 0
vg = 0
vh = 0

(
x f

vm
≤ t ≤ xe

vm
) (8)

where ve, v f , vg, vh are velocities of capture arms e, f, g, h.
Then the capture arms e, f, g, and h move at the same speed vn and remain stationary

after adjusting the docking frame attitude cooperatively. The second group of capture arms
a, b, c, and d are deployed at the speed vm, and the step-by-step capture ends when all
capture arms are completed.

4. Simulation and Experiment Investigation

The capture, attitude correction, approach, and locking functional characteristics of the
docking mechanism in the positive touch attitude case and in the error attitude conditions
are analyzed by simulation. Then, the synchronous docking capture and cooperative
docking capture characteristics are compared by simulation. The scaled prototype and
the test platform are developed. And the experiments with gravity compensation are
implemented to verity the docking characteristics.
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4.1. Positive Bump Docking

Positive bump docking refers to the ideal situation where there is only a defined
axial approach velocity between the two docking compartments, and the rest of the initial
docking attitude error and velocity error are zero. For the ideal positive touch docking
situation, the initial docking conditions are set as shown in Table 2. The simulation analysis
mainly examines the ability of the active part of the docking mechanism to capture attitude
correction, the buffering capability of the passive part, and the displacement and force. The
docking model is set up with the passive part of the docking mechanism installed in the
front of the target satellite channel. The passive part of the docking mechanism is installed
with a six-degree-of-freedom docking platform to adjust the initial docking attitude. The
platform is in a free-floating follower state after reaching the initial docking conditions.

Table 2. The initial docking conditions of the simulation analysis without angular devitaion.

Position
Deviation/mm Angular Deviation/◦ Linear

Velocity/mm·s−1
Angular

Velocity/◦·s−1

dy = 100 0 vy = 100 ω = 0.2

As shown in Figure 8, the active part of the docking mechanism starts to contact the
passive part of the V-shape groove and buffer mechanism for the first time after 9.7 s. The
target satellite starts to approach the chasing satellite under the action of friction between
the capture arm and the V-shape groove. The position of the target satellite is adjusted at
the same time during the approaching process. At this time, the disc spring and docking
frame start to squeeze each other to achieve the channel seal between the satellites. The
docking and locking action is completed around 90 s.
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As shown in Figure 9, after the first contact collision between the chasing satellite
and the target satellite in the positive docking condition, the kinetic energy of the chasing
satellite decreases from 147 Nm to 70 Nm, while the kinetic energy of the target satellite
increases from 0 Nm to 30 Nm. The kinetic energy of the whole system decreases by
about 31.9%. The overall kinetic energy of the system decreases by 40.9% after the attitude
correction between them. Figure 10 shows that the system velocities of the active and
passive parts of the docking mechanism fluctuate, and finally stabilize at about 0.05 m/s
after docking.

The contact force of the four V-shape grooves at the passive part of the docking
mechanism is shown in Figure 11. Due to the 100 mm lateral error in the initial docking,
the contact time between the capture arm and the V-shape groove is not synchronized.
The maximum force peak of the four V-shape groove is 6400 N. The force of the V-shape
groove gradually decreases and stabilizes in the range of 1000–1200 N during the process
of attitude correction of the capture arm of the docking mechanism.
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4.2. Error Position

Based on the results of the key positional posture error analysis in Section 3.1, the
tolerance, attitude correct ability, and buffering capabilities of the docking mechanism in
the presence of extreme positional errors are analyzed.

As shown in Figure 12, the active part of the docking mechanism makes contact with
the passive part at about 9.4 s. During the process of the multiple capture arms of the
active part entering the V-shape groove, the attitude of the target satellite is corrected in
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real-time and remains basically stable after the position correction. The displacement in
the z-axis direction changes smoothly as the target satellite is pulled closer by the docking
mechanism until the displacement stops at the locking end. The initial docking conditions
of the simulation analysis for eight initial pose conditions are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. The initial docking conditions of the simulation analysis for eight initial pose conditions.

Position Deviation/mm Linear Velocity/mm·s−1 Angular Velocity/◦·s−1

dy = 100 vy = 100 ω = 0.2

4.3. Capture Strategy Analysis

The contact forces of synchronous docking capture and the proposed cooperative
docking capture are compared and analyzed in the simulation, and the initial docking
conditions are shown in Table 4. The docking mechanism model in the simulation envi-
ronment is shown in Figure 12. As shown in Figures 13 and 14, the contact time between
the capture arm and the V-shape groove is not synchronized due to the positional posture
error, and the peak force of the V-shape groove is 6500 N. The duration of the peak force is
short, and the final force of all V-shape grooves is stable at about 1000 N. In the process of
cooperative capture, two sets of capture hooks perform swinging action one after another,
and the first set of capture hooks interacts with the V-shape groove to achieve buffering and
attitude adjustment functions. The cooperative acquisition strategy avoids different initial
attitudes of docking and adjusts the movement sequence of the acquisition arm. The peak
force is around 6000 N. The target satellite attitude is corrected during the slow swinging
process. The buffering force of the V-shape groove is stabilized at around 1000 N during
the process of pulling in the target satellite. After the attitude correction, the second group
of capture arms is slowed down and the peak contact force with the corresponding V-shape
groove is about 2800 N. Finally, the force on the second group of V-shape grooves is fast and
stable at about 1000 N. The comparison results show that the cooperative capture strategy
can effectively reduce the collision forces during the capture process while ensuring the
functions of capture and attitude correction.

Table 4. The initial docking conditions of the synchronous docking capture.

Position
Deviation/mm Angular Deviation/◦ Linear

Velocity/mm·s−1
Angular

Velocity/◦·s−1

dx = dy = dz = 100 ϕx = ϕy = ϕy = 6 vy = vy = 100 ω = 0.2
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4.4. Experimental Verification

The docking test bench is used to experiment with the capture, attitude correction,
docking, and other actions of the designed central deployment docking mechanism and
to verify the superiority of the cooperative capture strategy. Its main functions include a
four-degree-of-freedom posture simulation with the platform that can provide pitch, roll
three degrees of freedom of rotation, and z-directional translation. The sliding rail of the
lower active part of the docking test stand frame provides freedom of translation in x and y
directions. The counterweight ensures the passive part of the docking mechanism hovers
in a specific error position.

The four-degree-of-freedom posture simulation follower platform is shown in Figure 15,
which has four degrees of freedom to realize the simulation of pitch, roll, yaw motion, and
z-direction motion of the passive part of the docking mechanism.

Active part and passive part docking compartments are made by 3D printing. The
scaled-down models of the active and passive parts of the docking mechanism are designed
with reference to the dimensions of the real docking compartments, where the active part of
the docking mechanism is shown in Figure 16. The capture and docking experimental rigs
are shown in Figure 17. The relative position and posture between the active and passive
parts are adjusted by the posture adjustment. According to the coordinate system of the
docking test bench, the coordinates of the center of mass of the passive part are calculated
in eight initial postures using the active part face coordinate system as the global coordinate
system. The initial coordinates of the center of mass of the passive part after the initial
condition transformation coordinates are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. The initial coordinates of the center of the passive part mass.

Number x/mm y/mm z/mm α/◦ β/◦ ϕ/◦

1 −27.6 18.8 161.6 6 6 6
2 −27.5 52.0 154.2 −6 6 6
3 −59.9 19.8 145.4 6 −6 6
4 −19.2 27.2 161.6 6 6 −6
5 −59.9 51.0 135.0 −6 −6 6
6 −51.6 28.0 154.2 6 −6 −6
7 −19.2 60.2 145.4 −6 6 −6
8 −51.6 59.4 135.1 −6 −6 −6

The position versus time along the x, y, and z directions are shown in Figure 18. The
center-of-mass coordinate of the passive part is recorded by the cameras and the distance
displacement sensors at all times. The center of mass position of the passive part converges
to the expected position continuously without any capture failure. Figure 18a,b show there
is obvious fluctuation when the capture arm of the active part contacts with the passive
part. Due to the collision impact between the active part and the passive part, the mass of
the passive part swings slightly around the desired position. In the experiment of the step-
by-step cooperative capture strategy, the action of the active capture arms cannot be fully
synchronized, which also causes unbalanced contact forces between the two microsatellites.
In the pose correction process, the fluctuation of the passive part is very small, and the
center of mass is basically stable at the central axis of the active part. The total time of the
docking process is about 18 S in the experiments, indicating that the proposed docking can
quickly correct the relative attitude of the two microsatellites. Figure 18c shows that the
movement speed of the passive part in the z direction is slow and fluctuates slightly due to
the impact forces between the active and passive parts in the capture process. The speed is
improved in the pose correction process. The time of pose correction is about 7.2 S, which is
lesser than 10.8 S of the capture process. The tolerance of the docking mechanism is verified
by the experiment. In the eight extreme initial attitude conditions, the passive part of the
docking mechanism can eliminate the initial attitude error in x, y, and z directions. And the
cooperative capture strategy can successfully achieve the capture, attitude correction, and
docking lock.
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for weak impact and high tolerance of docking. Considering the docking initial posture
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5. Conclusions

Based on the crank-slider principle, a new deployable docking mechanism is proposed
for weak impact and high tolerance of docking. Considering the docking initial posture
error, the boundary attitude is classified and simplified. A step-by-step cooperative capture
strategy is proposed for a specific boundary attitude. The speed selection and capture arm
action matching are completed. The dynamic characteristics of the docking process such
as capture, attitude correction, approach, and locking are analyzed by simulation. The
lower impact-collision forces are achieved through the step-by-step capture strategy. The
comparison results show that the impact force is reduced by 8% than the synchronized
strategy. The capture effect under different initial attitude conditions is analyzed. The
scaled-down prototype of the docking mechanism is developed and the docking tests
are carried out. The total time of the docking process is about 18 S in the experiments,
indicating that the proposed docking can quickly correct the relative attitude of the two
microsatellites. The proposed deployable docking mechanism has the advantages of light
weight, high tolerance, and low impact-collision force.

In the future, in order to further improve docking accuracy and reduce impact force for
space applications, we will study the influence of alternating temperature on the thermal
expansion of the docking mechanism and the asynchronous motion between the bars due
to friction.
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